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PREPARING FOR THE INTERVIEW
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SENDS THE RIGHT MESSAGE
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Attitude
Business Ethics/Honesty
Grooming/Confidence
Communication Skills
General awareness
Basic managerial skills
Basic sales competency
Domain knowledge
Work experience

JUST A THOUGHT











There are usually four rounds in the recruitment
process, although it depends from organisation to
organisation.
Aptitude test
The Telephonic Interview
Group Discussion
Personal Interview

CAMPUS RECRUITMENT PROCESS



SELF ASSESSMENT
SWOT analysis is a very important tool for

self assessment. Regular self-
assessment is recommended, but most
candidate overlook this important step.
When one is searching for the right job,
the time is right for reassessing current
skills, talents, abilities, strengths,
weaknesses, interests, and work values.

PREPARING FOR THE INTERVIEW



RESEARCH..!!!
  Use every possible means to all you can about

first the sector, second the company and last
but not least the position or the profile.

You should access books, journals, magazines,
newspapers, and any reference materials to
locate and read information about the sector
and the company that could be useful to you
as a job seeker.

Go online to the company’s Web site as well as
competitor’s sites.
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As the age-old saying goes,
‘‘you never get a second chance to make a great

first impression.’’
THE BEST FIRST IMPRESSION
 
Your Attitude
Your Grooming
Your Preparation

MAKING THE BEST FIRST
IMPRESSION
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‘Your attitude determines your altitude’

 
What helps you to display the right attitude:
 
Be on time
Be confident and  open
Be positive
Be courteous and attentive
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‘A picture is worth thousand words.’
The key to a good impression is only to present

your own self appropriately dressed and well
groomed.
Appropriate business dress.
Clean hair and polished shoes.
If you have got tattoos, it is best to cover them
For male candidates, having a clean shave is very
important, as well as hair that has been recently
cut into style that is right for them. The tie knot
should be just right.

 GROOMING
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 For  female candidates it is all the more
necessary to look dignified. Girl candidate also
need to wear the bare minimum accessories and
also be careful about the choice of the colour of
nail paint or of course the nail art.
 NOTE: NO Chewing gum, cigarette smell, heavy
scents.
Appropriate dressing and grooming help make a
good impression and also help you feel ‘the part’
and so feel more calm and confident.



How well your preparation is for the interview is also
displayed by your confidence, the way you walk in,
the way you wait at the reception for your turn, the
way you carry yourself.

If you do not carry a good level of awareness and
knowledge, automatically your voice and tone
displays that you are not prepared.

Now then the visual can never be effective because
you may dress up in the best way but deep inside
you know yourself and that is again visible in your
nonverbal conversation.

 

PREPARATION
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Formal outfit
Neat and clean dress and footwear.
Long sleeved shirt and dark trousers.
Tuck in the shirt and do not roll up the sleeves ties
are preferred but optional.
Minimum accessories
Trimmed nails
Proper hair style
Avoid strong smelling perfume.
Carry chain or leather strapped watch.

DRESS UP PERFECT
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Sitting and standing posture
Sitting up straight
Making eye contact
Active and attentive look
Smile with confidence
Show your enthusiasm by keeping an interested
expression.

End strong as well
Stand up and smile after the interview is over
Be respectful and thank them for their time.
Exchange the necessary pleasantries and leave
slowly, chin up.

CORRECT BODY LANGUAGE



Human resource managers, professional recruiters
and career experts all agree that one of the best
ways to prepare yourself is to anticipate questions,
develop your answers and practice.

Although there can be no standard right and wrong
answers, but the idea is always to answer the
questions not your own prospective but to the
recruiters perspective.

 Your answer should always be tailor made and
appropriately customized according to the position
and the company that you are targeting.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS



THANK YOU


